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Coping with Information., Overload:

teneric :Argument as the Least Common Denominator

hid Preface to the fifth edition of'ArgumAtation an& Debate, A'ustin
I

Freel Observed that the sum total of knowledge has doubled every five years

since 60;1 This Aponefitial increase in the 'amount of info (which L
1.

prefer t the term "knowledge") characterizes both the-general availability of

informaii6 in society as weWas within academic debate:
.

As the ailable mount of information increases, it creates a growing

pressure 4bn is tsersutd deal with'it,meaningfully. When, the amount of

available information exceeds the ability of the user to process it, a con=

dition generally referred as "information overlbad"2is created. While there

arq several possible responses to dealing with information overload, most of

these responses result in varying forms of dysfunction. .

The expansion in the amount of information has brought the phencimentin of

overload to the arena of academic ;debate: Information, has increased in both

the conSiderltion Of the substantive issues about which we debate, as well as

through the proliferation of theoretical issues about the- process- of-- debate-.--.

In one sense, debate is a reflection of the larger social world in which we

live; It should not be.surpriaing, then, to discover alterations-- adaptations,

if you please--in the` practice of academiCdebate. As Freeley noted:

the accelerated rataiof_change had had_A marked impact on the
field of argumentation and debate. The simple fact is that in many
'important waysve no longer _analyze arguments* build cases or''con-
Auct debates in the way we did ten or even five Yeara,AgO.J

It shall be my-contention in this paper that the deVelOPMent and use, of

what has been labelled the "generic argument" is one such adaptive behaVfor in

'the praCtice of contemporary debate resulting from the increased availability

of information; In developing this position I will briefly elabdrate on the
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nat re of overload, explain its consequences to the processing of information
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-meaning, define what I understand asseneric argument, and offer , a rationale

r generic argument within the framework of information overload. FinallyI:

willoffer same implications of the use of generic'argument.

The Na pre of Overload

While the concept of information overload may be viewed ae a self-defining

term, there is some utility in tracing the development Of the concept. Prior.to

the popularization of the term "communication overload," sociologists had postu-
,

lated the Concept of "cultural lag." Writing in 1923, William Ogburn explained

r
cultural lag in his book, Social Change:

The thesis is that the various parts of modern culture are not
changing at the same rare, some parts are Changing more rapidly than
'others; and thatsince there is a correlation and interdepetdetLe of
parts,_ a rapid change in one part of culturd requires adjustments
through other changes in the' various correlated parts of culture.

The tag in the "correlated parts of culture" might be adjated within a reason-

ably short period of time. However, Ogburn recognized that the length of 1a

could persist for a considerable number of years, a condition. he labeled as a

period of "mal'adjustment."5

The caude of maladjustment was most frequently to be found in the different-

ial rates of development between scientific knoWledge and social knowledge. It
.

was usually the case that scientific and tedhndlogidal adVanceraents outpaced the
yr

Ability of .social institutions to make adjustments. As Klapp explained Ogburn's

principle, it was most often found "that material cultdre4 such as technology,

changes faster than nonmaterial culture; such as beliefs and habits, resulting

in maladjustment because old habits and ideas cannot keep up with new realities. "6

While cultural lag did not Specifically indicate that too much information

was the reason for the'maIadjustments between material and non - material milturei
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it does suggest that the absorption of information from one segment of social.

endeavors:might be delayed in adaptations made by other social institutions.

AS one adage puts it: "What science proposes, social science disposes." The

theory of cultural lag provid&I an early explanation of why scientific information

often exceeded the capability of other social institutions to adapt to-it.

The more contemporarytrearment of.information overload prObably dates to

Georg Simmel who observed that people often adopted an "attitude of reserve"

to prevent the "indisCridinate suggestability" of others from dominating them.
7

Another sociologist, Karl Deutsch, TEThelled"communiCation overload as "the dis-

ease of cities;" Individuals seeking `the greater range of choice afforded by

the city may be overwhelmed by their own freedom to make choices. Deutsch sug-

gested that the potential. for the individual to confront overload was a function

of the choices made possible by the metropolis. He notes:

Recurrent overloads are;thus not an alien disturbance intruding into
the even functioningof the metropolis. They are, on the contrary;
an ever possible result of the essential nature of the metropolis as
a device for facilitating a wider range of free choices.8'

In the sense in which Simmel and Deutsch treat overload, it is understood

that AS the number of Choices available to the individual increase, there is

a threshold, beyond whidhi additional information fails to faalitate the Abil-

'ity to Ake Choices. Overload represents the point where the individual is no

longer capable of absorbing the additional information in a usable fashion..

Individuals are limited in receiving information through their processing cape-

cities. Klapp describes this as Channel capacity:

. .beyond a point one cannot take more within_agiven period of time
because of limits on the pathway through which informatioh flows. All
living systems have -- indeed are-7411Snnels. All units through which in-
formation flowsi whether living things or_machlhesi areltgarded as
channels; .Overload is often deigned in terms of measurable rely
tionships between input and output -of la system. The limit of a systim,
beyog4 which failure of communication from overload occurs, is usually
called its channel capacity.

1
5
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In addition to;the channel capacity limitations experienced by the individ-

ual, it is possible to characterize the capacity of groups and larger social'_
.

institutions as being siMilarly affected by overloadt In fact; Miller reports

that the channel capacities per channel decrease as the size of the system in-
,

creases.
IO

a

As institutions became larger, their capacity to generate information ex-
,

ceeds their capacity to use it; Raymond reports that the typiCal executive can

receive and absord "only, 1/100 to 1/1000 of the available information that is

reIevane to his decisions;
11

Even the enhanced retrieval of information through

_ .
computer, systems does not alleviate overload; Lancaster notes that the comptiter.

has accelerated the problem faced by professionals in sorting through the inform-.

ation. "They do not want more information from more sources because they are

unable tocope with what they now receive.
,12

)6

Related to the problem of the amount of inforMaiion being generated is the

problem of how to interpret it. Information is meaningful only within anA.nter-

pretivd framework. But informationphenomena; facts; data--does not suggest its
,. A

o. V
own interpretive framework. As POlanyi has observed; knowledge of ;the principles

.

and properties which operate at alpubordinate level does not providean expIana-

1
i

.
.

t Qn Of the principles and pfoperties which exist at a superordinhte level, of

13 -(-
.

organization. Reynolds notes that the use of of a 'Baconian strategy"(essen-
4

tially'an induCtive process of generating theory from the observation of pheno
_ (

mena)usuallY requires two conditions: The 4mberof variables to be- measured

must be small and that there are only a few patterns which occur Within the data:
I

He suggests that within the social sciences the likelihood of fulfilling these

conditions is remote;
14

Within the perspective of
11,

information overload; Klapp proposes that separ-

ate from the processing of the amOnpt of information; we are confronted with the

Subjective meaning:we use to interpret informatift; He states we suffer lag
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between different sorts of infOrmation: on the,One handicmere inform-
.

ation conceived as a reduction of uncertainty in any_ binary (yes-or-
no) choice; commonly measured in bits, and_ on the. other hand, meaning,
as information about the relation of something to a_pattern or scheme
of which one is part--an awareness that is necessarily subjective.
Mere information that is additive,digital,(analytidel accumulates
easily by.being counted or categorized;wh4reas meaning, being sub-
jective, and referring to synthetic or hqiistic_properties that can-
not be reduced to the sum of parts, m4ght be called higher tnfOrma-
tion that does. not come easily, let alone inevitably, from a growing
heapYof mere informatibn.15

The distinction which Klapp makes between; "mere information" and "information.

/ _

as meaning" is s) an important one and points to two separate elements in the

nature of overllad. First, '*re information" reflects to quantity of inform-

ation generated withln a system and impacts mosAre'ctly upon our physical

channel capacity. When used in this sense, information overload suggests
_

that the amount of Informationdelivered (inpuis greater than the amount of

information processed (output).

cess.

In essence, we get more data than we can pro,-'

In the second sense in which information overload occurs, "information as

meaning," there is a qualitative inability to interpret the data. We may con-
.

° ceivab have sufficient data, but we are incapable of interpreting it through1,44;44

a suitabl frame of reference. The data is, in this sense, meaninglesf. Of

course, the circumstance were we have all the data,--mere information-7.-3sttlikely.

Klapp postulates that the increase inmere information is rapid, even exponential,

while meaning formation is relatively constant. Hence, meaning decreases pro-,

portionately to the acquisition of new information. He explain, that;

The reason for the steady curve of meaning formation is that society
is already using most of its channel capacity for' coding' and decoding
symbols and for synthesizing new meaning, and has invented no new -ways
to do so. Meanwhile, raw information pours in faster than ever, from
sources 'such as scignce; technological invention, modernization,and
changing fashion.- go the paradox is possible: the more knoWledge,
the less meaning.16
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1-
The" final point;tti be made here is, hat klapp.proViates'an,expianEttion fo'r

the existencel of tultural slag. The reason that. one part of a culture isy'ini-
;

tiate Ch:S400 that ere not readily adopted by, other institutions is that the

information.cratodAnar.not he/Meaningful to the cUlture as a whole. So it would

appear that in the SiktY=Odd.yearsbetween.the presentation of cultural lag as
_

a theory and contemporary accounts of information overload we have come to the

position that either the quantity of information or the qualitative use of in-

formation maysdonstitute overload.

Consequences of Overload

The manner in which overload affects both the individual as well aS social

behaviOr had been categorized by Miller in 196O17 and is still in 18

effects from overload may include: (1) omission--temporary nonprocessing of in-

formation; (2) processing error--processing incorrect information; '(3) queuing--

delaying sore responses during high input periods in the hope it may be possible

to dat4h up !auring a lull; (4) filtering-- selecting some kinds of information

while ignoring others; (5) cutting categories of discrimination -- responding ip

a more general way to informartion inputs, but with less precision than would

occur at lower rates of information; (6) using multiple channels -- spreading in-

formation through two or more Channels relieves the rate of flow in any one

i.'channel; and (7) escaping from the task.

. Each of these responses to overload are an attempt to reduce the processing

load. Assuming they are effective, either singularly or in varying' combinations

with each other, there is cost in decreased efficietidy in information trans-

mission. While not all systems may employ all of these mechanisms, generally,

the larger the system (to be read as social ihstitUtion), the more likely that
ti

most .of ,these mechanisms will be available.19
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As efficiency in thernansmission of information occurs; the. primary ques-

tion which arises is what information gets eliminated. While individuals or

social institutions may have strategies for selecting which information may

be 'passed through, the strategy itself may obscure the information user to the

consequences of the inf ormation that is ignored. Already cited is the_conclu-

sion by Raymond that 1/100. to 1/1000 of pertinent information is utilized by

4

dedision makers. The implication that ninety-nine per-cent of the relement

formation to a task may be excluded as smatter of course is staggering.

.0f course, theeffect of information elimination is not just at any single

14Vel of decision-making. Within a pluralistic systemi one in which decisions

made at one level do not imply agreement at another, deciaion-makers may make

choices and interpret meaning in ignorance or without understanding of,;the

_

choices made by other actors in the system. An example with which many debaters

iar_is citild by Klapp in illustration of the

e'world energy. of 1974, compounded by t Arab oil boy=
,

cott,, pointed up ths4ailure of information to solve ptoblems: It
had been foreseen fob:,:, at least a decade by scientist igiVing full
warning that the supply of fossil fuels was running o t. \ our years
4earlier'a book -had been published with -the title The-Ener Crisis,
by Lawrence Rocks and Richard Rdpyan. 20

Informationi, both in 'terms of data as well as interpritatio

roblem this may cause:

m avail-
,--'

able to gOiernment decision makers long'in atvante of tti* events whi-h precipi-

tated a.Crisis disruption in fuel supplies; But fhe very abundance o' informa-

tion
,,!_`:(

tion becamoo part of the problem. Government decision makers, who by the way do
. .

t, A-not operat n.4ras a single agent,' may disregard certain in. preference

for other formation. This, pf course, assumes they receive it in the first
4

plate - -why may not alviays be the case.

At la t three separate levels of agents operate within thspublic policy

deciSion m ing spectrum. SCience and academic scholarship may fail to keep up
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with developing adequate theory, and awash in a flood.Of data which is not uni-

fied by theory, may propose competing interpretations-'of information. This Itn-

.- .

formation is fed into government and AdminiStration. whlth receives information

. __...

from numerous constituencies, each championing its own agenda fo\ political'

I" action. Compounding the information processing;task may be structural rigidities

.

of decision making process as well as competing political goals. Finally, the,.

ifeneral public, with its own understanding of information (and. likely..misundgr-

standing of the. rationale for decisions made government and sciSnce), may mobil-
/

v
ize the political pressure to veto group action.

21

With increasing sources generdetng both data as 041 as. terpretationS of

information, the decision-making aients operating.at various levels within the
1

private and public.sectors make choices in ignorance of the choices and rationale

selected by other agents; As with the example on energy policy, policy., dysfunc-
.

tion-may occur because too much informatio4 may stand in the :way of acfteiving'.,

political consensus.
22

Authoritative sources (opiniOn leaders, expertsi'etc.Y,

- 4

to whom many turn for interpretation, fail

bute to the welter of opinions:,

to-'provide
A

an answer as they contri-

. . with little consensus'and less trust, that seldom speaks for
more than a minority- -the very multiplication of authoritative claims
adding ironically to the bulk of information4needingA.nterpretatiOn.
So--even helped by interpretations of opinion. leaders and the enor-
mous speed of information diffusion - -we see not gain in meaning, but.'
a growing' mountain of inforiliatio0bout whiCh people do 'not know-- hat
to think.23

4

So like the saYingi:"Water, water'everywhere, but
/
not a drop to drink,"

information overlotWmay place us in the situation
;(--

where .we have plenty of in-
..

formation available' to the consideration Hof public policy concerns, but without
- I-- .. ---

. . ...
.

N

a useful means of securing it.
N=

OVarload, bothin the quantitative amount of

data, as well-as in competingbinterpretatiOns of its meaning, contribute to

-
the indbil ty of deasion-makers--ranging from the individual to'various Social

10
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and public,:institutions77to:make appropriate choidbs. The contemporary debater

is confronted by this sea of information. It .should not be unexpected that the

difficulties of making appropriate 'choices should be any different within debate

than within the general social milieu.

-Enter -dee-gilt- AtfAtinterit

Attempts to define any -term 'are fraught with difficulty (unless you be-

(\
lieved all along that "any" means "all"). The introduction of "generic argu-

*

menis" within the debate lexicon is a recent event. Recent debate texts do not

.provide much guidance as only Patterson and Zarefsky make reference to forms of

generic arguments; and they do not provide any explicit definition except as the

reader might derive from tb2 context in which it is used;
24.

't Nevertheless; I shall hazard to offer:a definition derilled; in part; from

a dictiOnary definition; and in part from the context im,whidh the arguments

used in debate might serve to operationalize the tent." I should note the dis-

claimer that this definition is necessarily subjective and, to the extent that

I will- later use it to justify the use of generic arguments; seIf-serving;

Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary includea_the-definition of

"generic" as "relating t6 or dharacteristic of a whole group or class: Gen-

eral. The question here.is to what group or class apes the dharacteristic

relate? Patterson and Zarefsky provide a partial answer when they state. that

generic disadvantages are so named because "they apply generally to any plan

that: the affirmative may devise for setting up its program.
46'

Hence; the

class, to which general arguments about the plan belong may be called "generic

disadvantages." But what about other types of arguments (other than disadvan-

tages)? May they properly be defined as generic?

- My observation of farguments occurring in debate rounds suggests there

are other types of arguments, which by their frequency of content or form,

1'
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thatiday,be properly labelled as l'generic,", The "class" 6r "group" to whiCh

characteristics of these arguments relate is to be found in the very content

of the.argument (suggested by thsresolution) or in its form (suggested by the

function of the argument);

The position 1 am taking here is that arguments are "generic" o the

.

extent that there are recurring issues of content or function which they ful7

fill. Commonly, this position is known as "stockIssues." Nadeau define; a

"stock issue" as "a possibIe.issue, general in its phrasing, which may or may::

not 'become an actuali.and specific; main or secondary, issue in the discussion

on a definite proposal i'27

Because the particular content of a given proposition may vary from other

.propositions, the function of an argument type may recur eves! when theI3arti-

tulars of the argiinent differ. Aultzen described four frames of tssues which

inhere in deliberative analysis. These issues; often idep ed.as ill, blare;

cure, and cost, define the locations where arguments may be discoveied.;28 Be-
.

.;_ .

cause we may commonly investigate these frames; it-would no4bSunusual to find

types of arguments across topics which are similar,in the function they discharge.

. Similarly, within each of the frames. offered by Hultzeno tipire are loca-

tions where we may discover.status--the point.44hereAn Assertion is met by a-

counter-assertion; The possibility Of'discovering thrte types 6f,status-
.

conjectUral; definitive, and evaluative--elaborates the "generic" locations.of

29types of arguments to be discovered. 'ConteMpotaiY authors:bi debate.texts

haVe taken the klssdes" as guidelines. for debaters to use for the diS

covery of the actual issues of the debat Since the function of-Argument within

a deliberative framework -remains constant we should expect that debaters will

continue to offer arguments that are' analytically ,similar, even when the-specific -.

proposition under consi$eration Changes..

7
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particular resolution; the content may refine general issues to

partic94Sr arguments. While an array of specific proposals may be offered under

the/aegia of 'a given resolution; there are liditations imposed. As Patterson

i. _

and Zarefsky tave already noted, there may be restrictions to the actigx of
fs.4

the:Id/in; fospOrlag generic disadvantages, to the types ,of action the affirna-
_

five may take. Further; the wording of the resolution may be such as to imply

the:prObleM axes of the; topic.. The 1971-72 topiciliesolved: That greater con-
..

Itiellashould.bs.iMposed on the gathering add utilization of information about

United States citizens" directs the consideration of debaters on the problem
_

.

area more so than on, the nature of the solution..

p addition to the limitations provided through the xesolution, there is

:.wally a fatr-AnountofHoverlap in the:base tonstruction used by teams; If

Cpartictaar-:uase area becomes popular; such as ,El Salvador orNiCaragua have
-

Under ei-*Current topic; then it would be expected that recurring issues of

content would find their way into most debates.

Finally; the introduction of systems unaiSis-to adademic-debate has sug-

gestoli.wider vistas for the debater to Search for polity inter - relationships

Since policy effects are Interconnected and controlled; even remote effects may

be linkedto a seemingly innocuouslOposai. 31 Generic clahns for cancer; in-
:

flationn,and nuclear war maybe possible because of the effects generated from

a proposal.

So taking the definition I had stated from Webster's -- relating to or-char-

acteristic of a whole group or class =and suggesting that the recurring content

or form of argument defines the group or class; I propose that generic argument
. .

is any argument within a deliberative fraMework-which recurs in fulfilling the

.Aiscovery of issues. Both the content of an argument or its analytic function

may serve to make it generally applicable across particular cases.

1.3
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Generic Argument as a Means of Coping -with Overload

I. have indirectly alluded to the justification:I will elaborate

one accepts the premise that the exponential increase in informlation (as mere

1

here. If

information) is faster than the static .assignment of meaning; teen the chal-

\ ... 1 _,

lenge confronting. the debater (as 4:11 as other social actors)
, -

how to gain
fr

4

some control over the myriad of information. The application pf generic argu-
..

menis provides a vehicle by which the familiarity of content and/or function of

an argument serves to give meaning to mere information.

The application of standard forms of arguments is hardly something one

could call new. In the Rhetoric, Aritotle described twenty-eight lines of argu-

ment (otherwise known as "topoi" or "commonplaces ") as well as standard refuta-

tions of "spurious enthymemes" (fallacies of argument.
32

The thought patterns
_ .

Of these arguments assumes regularity of function, so that even if the particu-

lar issue at hand is new, the form of the standard line of argument is familiar

to the audience and hence contributes to their understanding of the 'refutation

being made;

It is an extension of this rationale which underlies the generic argument;

In a debate involving any topic (used in this sense to mean "all" topics), the

line of argument directed against defilition is always possible
33

The debater

who develops-standard forms of "Standards of topicality; engages a commonplace

which is meaningful in ageneric sense (appropriate to all topics); even though

the particulars of its application will be modified by the specific case and

topic under consideration.

Familiarity breeds at least one form of understanding--an understanding of

the content of the argument as well as the implication of the function and appli-

cation of the argument. To argue standards of topicality across topics Allows
_ _

the- audience (in this case the debate 'judge) an understanding of the class of

arguments called topicality. Without it being said in the debate, the judge also

14
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understands the implication that winning the standards issue(s) serves as a deci-

sion criteria for resolving the particulars of the topicality argument. Similar

applications can be made for. other types of generic argumentai.as,)with Patterson

and Zarefsky's claim on generic disadvantagesthe consequences of the argument

apply to the class of plans generatedhty the particular resolution:

This type of argument allows the team proposing it to focus most of its

attention to the application of the specific generic argument to the case at

hand; In other words, generic arguments themself are known because of their

familiarity of content and/or function, and the presumed knowledge that the judge

knows the claim being issued allows the debater to focus his /her attention on

making the argument relevant through claims directed to the links tying the

claim to the particulars of the other team's case;

Generic arguments; which become contemporary forms of the commonplace;

address the dual issues generated by the overload of mere information.and-mean

ing of information. In the case where an affirmative fosters new information

which is unknown to the negative, the use of generic challenges to the function

of affirmative case analysis serves to illustrate the point; Several years ago,

under the consumer product safety topic, a few affirmative teams ran a case on

"cyber Tights." The thesis of the case was that cyber lights--brake lights

Which flashed at an accelerating rate as the rate of deceleration increased- -

would decrease the rate of rear-end collisions. It happened that one team "ru

ning this case substituted an 8 cycle per second rate of flashing for the ac 1-

erating light which had been pilot-tested in San Francisco (in an attempt to

spike out a disadvantage that variable flashing rates would trigger epileptic

seizures). The plan-meet-need/solvency argument which the negative won stated

that the affirmative could no longer claim,an effect from a constant flashing

rate (since the only empirical dcmonstration,of decrease in rear -end collisions

was tied to the accelerating rate of flashing);
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Some readers may object to the preceding example as an instance of generic

. _

Argument, or at the very least asp a forth of generic argument which. is the_thuse

of concern by many teachers and practiOners in forensics. My S er to thed.

T

would be that the recurring form,purpose; or function of argument is as muchr
a criterion of generic argument as content; Whether we label these stases'; tom

monpiaces; or generic arguments; they characterize a class or group of argument

types which may have applicability across propositions; Their recurrence snows

us to make meaningful interpretation of novel information because regardless of

content; they need to fulfill standard analytic functionS of argument%

An additional consideration which may ju3tify the generic argument is the.

nature of the analytic assumptions the affirmative (or in the case of a counter-

plan; the negative) brings to the debate. As Brock etHalobserved,'It is much

easier to desi!gn a system that will result in advantageb without disadvantages

34
when the boundaries of the system are quite narrow." AA: a matter of strategy,:

AD

the Affirmative either ignores or discards effects whiCh would be weighted nega-'

tively.against the consideration of a policy. However; the secondary or tertiary

effects of a policy, because of their magnitude; may otweigh the justification

- .--,
of a proposal. The fact that the effects are remote (in terms of either the num-

ber of links necessary to create the effect or the probability of the effect) is

not a reason to say it is inapiTcable.35 ,

The systems theorists have long argued that open systems are characterized

by "equifinality " an assumption that "a final state may be reached from differ-

entent initial conditions and in different ways; This translates to saying that

a variety of causes or circumstances may each independently result in a similar
7

effect; To presume that a generic claim is inapplicable because it is not intu-

itively apparent is to remove the debate'process from the consideration of reasons

and justifications provided within a round to an a priori set of allowable issues.
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The familiarity with the:clalm of certain remote effects--nuclAar_war, can-
.

ter, MalthUS;ettaldo meets the claim that generic arguments (here focusing

on the content of the'claim) helps-to provide same control over the amount of

informatiqn available on a particular issue. 'Generic claims of nuclear holo-

caust resulting frost a range of policy decisions delimits the issues Under con-

sideration tc ones with which the judge is probably familiar. This is not to

say that ollpr claims could not be constructed, but the very familiaritY with

the scenario makes it easier for the judge to comprehend.

In tie sense that generic arguments give the aUdience comprehensible posi-

tions with which they are familiar, it allows them to render decisions intelli-

gently. Admittedly, generic argumeits may begin with the preconception of ef=

fect before the argument to which i is directed is ever heard. But to the

extent that it can be justified in its application to the particulars of a given

case, this reasoning backwards provides a means of controlling issues, and Other-
r

-\
wise imposes meaning on an ever-growing amount of informatiOn available to the

consideration of a proposal.

Implications of Generic Argument

There are Several implicaEions to the use of generic arguments as I have

conceived the term. Let me anticipate a few of these implications and address

them before closing:

1. All is- sues-arguments may be generic. Since I defined generic argument

as including recurring content or form, it should seem apparent that any argument,

through repitition of use, may be or become generic. I think this is true. The

nature of debate is such that nothing Acceeds like success, end the initiation

of any argumentative strategy; if successful, is likely to be repeated. AS HagOed

noted in Forensics as Communication; "as knowledge that the theoretical departure

has been rewarded spreads, the departure gradually is adopted by' other teams and

_I. 7
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soon becomes `accepted practice::" W referred to theexpansion

of new theoretical arguments in debate, the process of imitati is applicable

to all orguments. One team's innovation may become tomorrow's generic argument.

2. GenericrArgumentskv not limit innovation and creativity.. While this

may seem anti-thetical to the claim I have mada that familiarity of content and
l

form justifies generic argumentation, it does rot stand as as impediment

;generation of new arguments 4

First; consistent :with he' notion of stases and
.

tionlof recurring forms/functions of arguments

general principles Will shave to be made to new

war contains a known body of infer ation pertaining.mostly to the consequences

to the

commonplaces, the applies-

means that new application of the

instances. The fact that nuclear

of such an event; it still needs to pe apR Od to the particulars of a given
40

causal sequence of events. A disadvantage mitigates the claims of a.policy only

When the probability-of*the claimed effects' are demonstrated to be greaten than

the probability f advantages. The function of the argument remains constant;

bpt the discovery of the links remains.

Second, the claims about creativity and

critical functions of debate are probably as
4

here parallel the considerable dispute 'about

4

spontaneity being inhibiting to the

old as the activity; The arguments

briefing in dehate. As Jong as

seventy-five years agoaThe Speaker commented that debaters make "rigid spech-

es; discussing ebsurdly large questions in an absurdly short tam e. "38 Nichola

andBaecus argued that "extepore debating

The brief has remained` in debate:Tarlance

courage to show it the door.:
039

Musgrave

I

ful because it "confines the debater to a

from the start and that are almost always

is presented."
40

consigned the brief to Oblivion. .

because no one, so far, hab had the

charged that the brief was unsuccess-

set of arguments that may be irrelevant

irrelevant when the opposition's case
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The thread thiOUgheSelarguments against briefing (and which

citly connects with generic argument) is that discovering:potential issues before.

'the debate may obscure the debater to the actual issues in the debate; While it

is probably true that debaters may ignore arguments appropriate to the debate,

it is not a function of a prepared consideration. AnAlysia tOnducted outside of

the debate about the liktly content of issues to. occur in the debate increases

' the level of argument. Poor strategic choices may occur in ppontaneous-response

as readily as with a prepared argument; In responding to early Challenges to

briefing, Baird noted that the process, of briefing ."gives order to your thought,

logical sequence and definitiveness of statement; and other rhetorical results

that are no mean elements in effective speech; The mature student of brief-

ing needsnot be a slave to his rigid document. Its construction has sharpened

the mental processes, given facts, and created a mental alertness which means a

continuatip of creative thinking; "41

So as with the brief, the choice of the use of a"generic argument" involves

X
a complex of strategic choices. Bad choices are always possible; but the elabora-

tion of thought in advance of the event is likely to aid in the discovery .of po-

tential issues and their application.

3. Other:approaches to coping with overload may be forestalled; I began

with a general premise that overload CharScterizes the entire social milieu, of

which debate is only one part. The presence a generic forms of argumentation

in debate may also point to the reverse applicability in other social institu-

tions. The adaptive consequences of overload which Miller outlined all suggest

a selectivity of information; short of abandoning the task itself. While other

responses to overload may be required; the institutional difficulty of coping

with its presence, should not be borne entirely by the debate community.

.As a discipline; nerally in communication; more specifically within argu-

mentation, we are faced with the task of developing strategies to cope with over=

15
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load. This charge will not 'likely diminish in the foreseeable future as pre-

dictions of increased load are.expected. Other responses may be required. But

as the development of commonplaces by Aristotle sought to engage the participa-
.

'--Tion of the common person in the function of Igument, so also may generic forms

of argument enable continued citizen participation in the consideration of pub-

lic issues. Deferral of these choices to_de44ion makers outside of the debate--

whether in Lhe public sector or within the academic activity- -would signal the

diminnition of the participatory democracy we claim.

a.

-2u
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